1. Study compares white blood cell counts, prostate cancer outcomes.

2. Point-of-care blood test added to HealthSpot telehealth platform.

3. Comment period opens for proposed 3rd edition of standards for molecular testing for red cell, platelet, and neutrophil antigens.

4. 30th anniversary edition of collected questions and answers is now available for purchase.

5. Guidelines address priority for hepatitis C treatment.


7. Study assesses bleeding risk with novel oral anticoagulants.

8. Asterias reports initial results from study of stem cell therapy.

9. Ascletis to begin midstage trial of hepatitis combination treatment in Taiwan.

10. New drugs initially denied to 25% of hepatitis C patients.
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1. Red blood cell storage affects the stability of cytosolic native protein complexes.

2. Supernatants from stored red blood cell (RBC) units, but not RBC-derived microvesicles, suppress monocyte function in vitro.


4. Implementation of a clinical decision support system improves compliance with restrictive transfusion policies in hematology patients.

5. Retrospective analysis of community hospital red blood cell recovery procedures: improved utilization needed for effectiveness.

6. Routine filtration of hematopoietic stem cell products: the time has arrived.

7. Validation of sterility testing of cord blood: challenges and results.


9. Efficacy of education as an intervention to reduce red blood cell utilization: the importance of a precise description of what is meant by “education”.

10. Assisted reproductive technology: an uncommon, but increasing, cause of parent-child ABO discrepancy.